HRC 135

- **Projection Screen**: Centered on Slider
- **Equipment Cabinet**: Diagram indicating placement

**Key Notes**:
- **Sliding Storefront Door**: PROJECTOR SCREEN CENTERED ON SLIDER
- **Roller Shade Housing**: Continuous Shades Only at Slider
- **Enlarged Reflected Ceiling Plan - Classroom 135/145 1/4" = 1'-0"

**Enlarged Plans & Elevations**:
- **Classroom 135/145 Sim 1/4" = 1'-0"
- **MH Project No.**: UW 1703 RD ZR 205430 OCTOBER 30, 2020
- **Drawn**: 10/26/2020 6:06:23 PM
- **BIM 360:///UW Population Health 18/PHF_ARCH_TI_18.rvt**

**Project Information**:
- **The Hans Rosling Center for Population Health, University of Washington 3980 15th Ave NE Seattle, WA 98195**
- **Issue Date**: OCTOBER 30, 2020
- **MH Project No.**: UW 1703 RD ZR 205430
- **UW FACNUM**: 6524
- **Lease Crutcher Lewis 2200 Western Ave #500 Seattle, WA 98121 206.622.0500**
- **The Miller Hull Partnership, LLP 71 Columbia St, Sixth Floor Seattle, WA 98104 206.682.6837**